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How far has Fine Art, in all or any ages of the world, been conducive to the religious life?
—John Ruskin, Modern Painters, 1856

Being a Brigham Young University religion professor and a part-time professionally trained artist is a bit like being a full-time police officer and a weekend race-car driver. At times the two labors are mutually reinforcing, and at others they are completely at odds. As a teacher of Latter-day Saint history and doctrine, it is extremely beneficial to have visual art represent and bring understanding to our history, and as an artist it is invaluable to have meaningful history to illustrate and provide context to messages in a piece of art. Many of the world’s most iconic pieces of art, such as Michelangelo’s Pietà or Jacque-Louis David’s Death of Marat, are visual representations of historical events. However, true art and true history rarely, if ever, fully combine. They are intertwined entities (history needs to be visually represented, and artists need meaningful history to create impactful images), but their connection more often creates difficult knots instead of well-tied bows that serve both art and history. These knots often result because the aims of history and the aims of art are not aligned,
often pulling in entirely different directions. History wants facts; art wants meaning. History wants to validate sources; art wants to evoke emotion. History is more substance; art is more style. History wants accuracy; art wants aesthetics. The two disciples often love, yet hate, one another as they strive to serve their different masters. This discord has never been more apparent to me than in my recent experience of painting the feature image of the translation of the Book of Mormon, *By the Gift and Power of God*, and illustrating the subsequent chapter headings for *From Darkness unto Light*. Using images of the translation of the Book of Mormon as the primary example, this appendix attempts to briefly illuminate why this discord between art and history exists and the roles that art and scholarly sources play in our understanding of historical events.

The Language of Art

Often an inherent misunderstanding exists between artists and historians partly because the two disciplines speak different native languages. The language of history is facts and sources (and the interpretive merits of those facts and sources), and the language of art comprises symbolic representations in line, value, color, texture, form, space, shape, and so forth (and the interpretive merits of those symbols). The tension lies in that historians, scholars, and teachers often want paintings that are historically accurate because images often shape our perceptions of history as much as, or perhaps more than, many of the scholarly works about history. A great example of how works of art shape our historical memory would be to ask, “How did George Washington cross the Delaware?” What comes to mind? Probably Emanuel Leutze’s famous *Washington Crossing the Delaware* (1851), with Washington standing heroically toward the front of a rowboat in daylight. However, historically the boat is probably wrong, the weather is off, the flag is anachronistic, and the pose is just downright unrealistic (try standing in a rowboat like that and it will probably capsize). Thus, when paintings carry apparent egregious historical errors, manipulations, or complete fabrications, there are some who bristle and wonder why the artist didn’t paint it more accurately, wishing that painters and sculptors and the like wouldn’t engage in revisionist history by distorting reality.4
However, artists often have little to no intent of communicating historical factuality when they produce a work. Artists want to communicate an idea, and they want to use whatever medium or principle and element of art that it takes to communicate that idea to their viewers. In doing research on this topic, I interviewed a handful of well-known and talented Latter-day Saint artists and asked them various questions regarding the responsibility of an artist to paint historical reality. Almost unanimously, they said the artist carries no responsibility to do so. When I asked this question of prominent LDS artist Walter Rane, who has painted many Church history–related paintings, he said:

I don't think an artist has any responsibility to be historically accurate. If I am doing a painting I can do whatever I want. I can look at a sunset and paint it blue instead of red if I want to express something. I don't feel like as an artist I have a responsibility to be historically accurate unless someone has commissioned me. Art is self-expression. Art is communication. That's what art is. If I’m trying to express something that is important to me I’ll do whatever I want. If it means...
putting Christ in contemporary clothing or whatever, if it’s important to the message I’m trying to make then I’ll do it.⁵

Thus, for example, one of the greatest biblical painters and illustrators of all time, Rembrandt, set many of his biblical paintings in quaint seventeenth-century Dutch settings and dress perhaps because it communicated biblical ideas in ways familiar to his audience, but far from historical reality. I was once conversing with a group of Muslim religious educators from Saudi Arabia when they visited a local LDS seminary. One of them pointed to perhaps our most oft-printed LDS image—Del Parson’s portrait of Christ in a red robe titled The Lord Jesus Christ—and he asked me who that person in the portrait was. “Jesus,” I told them. They all broke out in spontaneous laughter. “You think that is what Jesus looks like? An American mountain man?” they said humorously. “What do you think he looks like?” I asked in return. “Us!” they said in unison. And perhaps they are right. But whether Jesus looks American or Swedish or Saudi Arabian or African American, all that matters to an artist is the message that comes through to the audience receiving that image.⁶

In an interview I conducted with Del Parson, he had a similar attitude of feeling over facts: “When I’m painting the Savior I am going for emotion more than anything else. When they [the viewers] see the painting, they see the Savior. I did the best I could [to create the painting] with what I had. I got some material and wrapped it around a model and painted it. The last thing I was worried about was whether the robe was at the right level at the neck. The whole thing I was worried about was ‘Can they feel the Savior?’”⁷ Artist J. Kirk

The Lord Jesus Christ. By Del Parson. © Intellectual Reserve, Inc. Whether Jesus looks American or Swedish or Saudi Arabian or African American, all that matters to an artist is the message that comes through to the audience receiving that image.
Richards, when speaking with me about painting the First Vision, said, “I’ve had people talk about what the ‘correct’ clothing is [of the First Vision] and so on and so forth. In reality, I don’t care. I want it to feel what we feel when we think about the First Vision. And a lot of times historical details detract from getting that feeling across. So, very low on my list of considerations is historical detail. Sorry, historians. Don’t hate me. . . . I’m usually trying to present the principle of a spiritual truth rather than a historical truth.”

Thus, because art and artists’ first language is usually meaning and message, it is not necessary for an artist to be bilingual and able to fluently speak the language of history. Paradoxically, a piece of art can and often does communicate “truth” without being historically true, as countless images over the years have exemplified. David Morgan, Duke professor of religion and art, says that the meaning of “truth” in art is therefore “ambivalent . . . whose meanings range from ‘credible,’ to ‘accurate,’ and ‘correct’ to ‘faithful’ and ‘loyal.’ In each case, true designates not the image as much as the proactive contribution of the ‘eye of faith.’”

However, while art and artists are often credited with making historical, and particularly religious, ideas come alive and plainer to understand, an inherent problem enters when the language of religious art becomes translated into the language of history by its viewer. What we see becomes what we believe, and often, therefore, what we think we know about facts and details of history. And when we learn religious facts and history (from scholars or historians) that contradict what we think we know (through artistic renderings), a state of cognitive dissonance—and in the case of religious art, spiritual dissonance—can often be the result. The translation of the Book of Mormon is perhaps the most pertinent and pressing example of this problem today in the LDS mind.

**Artistic Renderings of the Book of Mormon Translation**

In the fall semester of 2013 in one of my Doctrine and Covenants courses at Brigham Young University, we were studying about the translation of the Book of Mormon (D&C sections 6–9). I showed and discussed with my class many of the sources found in *From Darkness unto Light* about Joseph translating the Book of Mormon using the seer stone(s) placed in
a hat to presumably eliminate light. We had a great discussion and learning experience together. Later that day I received the following e-mail from a student:

I just wanted to thank you for today’s lesson about Joseph Smith and the translation process. A little over a year ago, I started spending a lot of time with my friend [name omitted] who had recently left the Church and was pretty much convinced of atheism. He had researched some things about Joseph Smith and would tell me all about it. . . . When he would tell me about these things, my first instinct was to deny it and say, “No that can’t be true; that’s not what the illustrations of the translation look like and I’ve never been taught that at church.” . . . This time in my life turned out to be a huge trial of my faith.12

Of particular importance to this article is her phrase “That can’t be true; that’s not what the illustrations of the translation look like.” This student (and many others) had formed her historical knowledge of the translation through representations in religious art. Many of us do the same.13 Regarding the translation of the Book of Mormon, this becomes particularly problematic because none of the currently used Church images of the translation of the Book of Mormon are consistent with the historical record.

Over the past year, my research assistant, Jordan Hadley, and I have documented and analyzed all of the paintings of the translation of the Book of Mormon that have ever been published in the Church’s *Ensign* magazine since its inception in 1971 through March of 2014. This provided us with the last forty-three years of published representations of the translation of the Book of Mormon in one of the Church’s official magazines. In all, the *Ensign* has depicted the translation of the Book of Mormon over fifty-five times the past forty-three years, repeatedly using seventeen different images. The most oft-used image is Del Parson’s *Joseph Smith Translating the Book of Mormon* (also printed in the *Gospel Art Book* and *Preach My Gospel*), used a total of fourteen times since January of 1997.14 All of the *Ensign* images are inconsistent with aspects of documented Church history of the translation process of the Book of Mormon. For example, in *each* of the seventeen *Ensign* images, Joseph Smith is shown looking into *open* plates (not closed or wrapped or
absent plates). In eleven of the images, Joseph Smith has his finger on the open plates, usually in a studious pose, as though he is translating individual characters through intellectual interpretive effort, and not through revelatory means through the Urim and Thummim. Only one painting in the past forty-three years depicts Joseph Smith using the Urim and Thummim.
Thummim, an image that was used only twice (once in November of 1988, and once in February of 1989). Most tellingly, none of the images ever printed in the history of the *Ensign* (or recent Church videos, such as *Joseph Smith, Prophet of the Restoration*) depicts the translation process of the Book of Mormon as having taken place by placing a seer stone or the Nephite interpreters in a hat. Is there any wonder, then, that there is confusion in the minds and hearts of believing persons when they learn through repeated scholarly sources (including this work, and recently the “Book of Mormon Translation” article on lds.org’s topic page and *The Joseph Smith Papers*) that the Book of Mormon was apparently translated through seer stones placed in a hat to obscure light and that the plates were often concealed under a cloth or not in the room and not by opening the plates with his finger on them and studying it out?

**Unpainted Translation Images**

A logical question emerges upon analyzing the published images of the translation: Why don’t the renderings of the translation reflect the seer-stone(s)-in-a-hat process if that is how it happened based upon multiple historical sources? I cannot answer that question, as only those who have commissioned, created, and published the past artistic images can give an informed response. The language of art is a factor, however. When I asked Walter Rane about creating an image of the translation with Joseph looking into a hat, he surprised me by telling me that the Church had actually talked to him a few times in the past about producing an image like that but that the projects fell by the wayside as other matters became more pressing. Note how Walter refers to the language of art as to why he never created the image:

> At least twice I have been approached by the Church to do that scene [Joseph translating using the hat]. I get into it. When I do the drawings I think, “This is going to look really strange to people.” Culturally from our vantage point 200 years later it just looks odd. It probably won’t communicate what the Church wants to communicate. Instead of a person being inspired to translate ancient records it will just be, “What’s going on there?” It will divert people’s attention. In both of those cases I remember being interested and intrigued when the commission was changed (often they [the Church] will just throw
out ideas that disappear, not deliberately) but I thought just maybe I should still do it [the image of Joseph translating using the hat]. But some things just don’t work visually. It’s true of a lot of stories in the scriptures. That’s why we see some of the same things being done over and over and not others; some just don’t work visually.18

In my interview with J. Kirk Richards, when I asked him how he would approach the translation of the Book of Mormon image, he said to me, “It would be hard for me to paint a painting with Joseph with his head in a hat. We would have no sense of the vision of what is happening inside.”19 Thus great and gifted artists like Walter Rane and J. Kirk Richards and others, who do know the history and have considered creating translation paintings with Joseph using the hat, have not created an image to reflect that history because it doesn’t translate well in the language of art. Their point of view as artists is perfectly valid: If the image doesn’t communicate the proper message, even if it is historically accurate, then the art doesn’t work and has failed to speak properly in its native tongue.

As an artist, I can sympathize with Walter and Kirk. Many of my own sketches for this book project didn’t look right or feel right in terms of the marvelous work and wonder of the Book of Mormon. I joked that some of my sketches with Joseph in the hat should have been called “The Sick of Joseph” because he looks like he is vomiting into the hat. When multiple people unfamiliar with our history saw my sketches, they asked me if Joseph was ill. It didn’t communicate anything about inspiration, visions, revelations, miracles, translation, or the like—just stomach sickness. For past artists (or Ensign art directors) who may have known about the historical documents of the translation, it may simply be that choosing to depict Joseph with his finger in open plates with a pensive look was more visually appealing and communicative than the historical reality of what the translation may have looked like. It is easy for critics to assume a coordinate cover-up or historical rewrite when looking at the images,20 but the unjuicy reality may have more to do with a preference for speaking artistic language that is “truer” in its communication, even if the depicted events contain historical error.

However, when my colleagues Michael MacKay and Gerrit Dirkmaat introduced me to their manuscript, notwithstanding the tension between the language of art and the language of history (and in spite of my artistic
shortcomings when compared to more qualified artists), I felt impressed that it was time to try and provide a faithful, well-executed artistic image (as many of the existing images of translating using the hat are either deliberately pejorative or devoid of much artistic merit) of the translation of the Book of Mormon that better reflected historical reality.

The Painting *By the Gift and Power of God*

Toeing a difficult line, my image of the translation attempts to be based upon factual reality yet also employ the principles and elements that create good art. I wanted the image to be edifying for a believer and sufficiently accurate for a scholar. In terms of historical accuracy, the image is set from actual interior photographs taken in the replica Whitmer home on location in Fayette, New York, where Joseph and Oliver finished the translation of the Book of Mormon. There is not a sheet between them, and the plates lie wrapped in a linen cloth, as Emma Smith explained they often lay. Both Joseph and Oliver were young at this time (twenty-three and twenty-two years old, respectively, in June of 1829), and I wanted their youth reflected accurately in the image. The clothing is time-period specific, but alas, I didn't research it in too much detail. (I am sure there is a clothing expert somewhere saying, “They didn't wear that type or color of two-toned vest!”)

The chair Joseph is sitting on is straight out of my front room. I did look at photos of top hats from the time period, and I painted the top hat white to try to be accurate to Martin Harris’s description of the “old white hat” Joseph used, but it may not be exactly right (perhaps the brim is too wide or the bottom too deep; I don't know). The model for Oliver Cowdery was a BYU student who providentially passed by as I was shooting photographs and just “looked” like Oliver Cowdery to me (similar hairline and facial features to some of the historical Oliver Cowdery photos), but not exactly. I used my body to model for Joseph’s (naturally, some inconsistencies there). Joseph’s face was an amalgamation of profiles from the death mask and some of the features off the actor of the movie *Plates of Gold*, who has a great, youthful Joseph look to him. But, really, what did Joseph look like when he was twenty-four? Aside from stylized Sutcliffe Maudsley drawings done later in Joseph’s life, his historical image is difficult to pin down and we don’t know.21
Although my attempt tried to include basic historical accuracy, most notably Joseph’s face is *not* “buried” in the hat, as some translation sources claimed. Why? This is the question of my image I get most often from people who are familiar with the historical explanations of the translation. There are three reasons I chose not to bury his face in the hat: (1) Simply put,
it didn't work visually for this composition. I wanted an unfamiliar viewer to immediately recognize that it was Joseph Smith, and having his face in the hat made this difficult for many of the people with whom I ran by preliminary sketches. Without knowing the historical background, they didn't know who or what this image depicted. (2) Returning to the language of art, I wanted to communicate the message of inspiration in this image. The human face carries a lot of subtle emotion, and by covering Joseph's face in the hat, it was difficult to portray things such as prayer, pondering, focus, reverence, and revelation. A hat obscured all of those ideas visually. By showing his face, I could more easily portray inspiration elements in Joseph—the studying it out in your mind and heart and the revelatory gift of a seer—yet still have the image be set in historical reality (as opposed to a figurative or abstracted composition). (3) Last, his face outside the hat still reflects historical reality. Logically, Joseph had to put his face into, and pull his face back from the hat. I imagine the moment depicted in my painting as Joseph getting ready to go into the hat to see—starting the process of revelation. He almost looks like he is getting ready to tip forward, and the anticipation of that moment makes the viewer want to put his face into the hat, visually measuring Joseph's face and looking into the opening of the brim and fitting the two together. With this composition, your mind can imagine what Joseph is about to do—the revelatory mode he is moving into and the gift he is starting to exercise at this moment. Having the face out of the hat helped to provide a more interactive and purposeful viewing experience.

Speaking of viewing experience, any well-composed piece of art uses artistic devices to move the eye of the viewer in certain orders, directions, and places. I tried to do the same in this image. When you initially look at the image, odds are that you will look first at the hat. I placed it centrally in the painting for that reason, and used the brightest white to pull the eye there. I wanted the viewer to look at the hat first, to deal with it, think about it, examine it, and process it. Next, the eye moves up to Joseph's face, seeing him move into a revelatory mode and connecting it with the opening in the hat. The viewer then might naturally move to the covered plates on the table, contrary to past visual representations of open plates and sheets. Next, the eye moves to Oliver Cowdery in the background as he sits and scribes “the sound of a voice dictated by the inspiration of heaven”
Deliberately, the diagonal line of the floor and wall joint coming in from the bottom left of the image, and the vertical line made by where the walls meet, visually pass through Joseph and Oliver and lead the eye to the hat and the plates. Finally, after the viewer examines the hat, Joseph, the plates, and Oliver, I hope his or her eye looks outward into the simpleness of the space. Using artistic devices of light, I intentionally included the window with sun streaming through, illuminating the ground and room to suggest ideas such as light, truth, revelation, and inspiration upon Joseph.

While my painting is a faithful attempt to visually depict the translation of the Book of Mormon in a manner that is more consistent with the historical records than previous translation paintings, it also contains some elements that are purely aesthetic and speak the language of art. Although I tried to accommodate both, the inherent tension between artistic merit and historical reality tugged at me during the creation of this painting. A commentary on one detail in the painting, the lit lantern, is a fitting item and topic upon which to both illustrate and conclude this brief appendix on the language of art and the language of history. After examining the central aspects of the painting—the white hat, Joseph, the plates, and Oliver—ultimately I hope the viewer’s eye looks up and sees the black lantern above Joseph and Oliver. Michael MacKay asked me, when he saw the painting in process, why the lantern was lit in the middle of the bright daylight sun in the room. Historical reality? No. Artistic device? Yes. And without explaining, you can already deduce what that illuminated lantern might suggest and symbolize. That’s the joy of the language of art, even when it isn’t entirely historically accurate.

Notes

2. Anthony Sweat received a bachelor of fine arts in painting and drawing from the University of Utah in 1999.
3. Jacque Louis David’s *The Death of Marat* (1793) is a prime example of a historical painting that is not entirely historically accurate. The painting depicts the death of the radical French Revolution journalist Jean-Paul Marat as he was murdered in his bathtub by a French loyalist. However, it is full of historical inconsistencies,
artistic license, and idealizations intended to cause the viewer to sympathize for the martyr and the revolution. The painting was meant as a political piece of art, not a historical re-creation of the actual murder scene.

4. See Corey Kilgannon, “Crossing the Delaware, More Accurately,” New York Times, December 23, 2011, for an article describing a recent, more historically accurate painting done to try and correct the historical inconsistencies in Leutze’s famous painting.


6. A great example of the “feeling” of a Christ-centered painting being more important than the historical reality of it comes from popular LDS artist James Christensen. He tells of an experience when he sat down with LDS Church President Spencer W. Kimball about a painting of Jesus he was working on and asked President Kimball, “If you were going to hang a painting of the Savior in your office, what would you want that picture to look like?” Christensen relates that the prophet “took off his glasses and put his face about a foot away from mine and said, ‘I love people; that’s my gift. I truly love people. Can you see anything in my eyes that tells you that I love people? In that picture, I would like to see in the Savior’s eyes that he truly loves people.’” See James C. Christensen, “That’s Not My Jesus: An Artist’s Personal Perspective on Images of Christ,” BYU Studies 39, no. 3 (Fall 2000): 11–12.


9. One such image, for example, is John Trumbull’s 1817 classic Declaration of Independence, showing forty-two of the fifty-six signers of the declaration in one room together, although the declaration was signed by different men over multiple days. They were never all together in the same room at the same time signing the document, as the image shows, a fact that caused John Adams to detest the painting. While historically inaccurate, it is an example of a painting being true to an idea, even though it distorts historical truth.


11. Artist and historian Graham Howes summarized this point by stating, “As early as 1005 a local synod at Arras [France] had already proclaimed that ‘art teaches the unsettled what they cannot learn from books.’ Two centuries later we find Bonaventure defining the visual . . . as an open scripture made visible through painting, for those who were uneducated and could not read.” Graham Howes, The Art of the Sacred (New York: I. B. Tauris, 2007), 12.
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12. Private e-mail with the author, September 18, 2013, quoted with permission.

13. Arnold Friberg’s paintings are proof enough of how art becomes fact. Ask most any Mormon to close his or her eyes and imagine Abinadi, and he will be old, shirtless, and in extremely good shape for an aged man. King Noah? Overweight, on a throne. What pets does King Noah have? Leopards. Two of them at that. None of these details are supported in the Book of Mormon text (perhaps that Noah was a wine bibber, but how does that make him overweight?). Yet Friberg’s masterful hand has made those images become near historical reality to those who grew up feasting on his Book of Mormon images.


15. Gary E. Smith, *Translation of the Book of Mormon*. Interestingly, Gary E. Smith painted a very similar image of the translation of the Book of Mormon that was published in the *Ensign* in December of 1983 on the inside front cover. In that image, Joseph Smith does not have the breastplate or the Urim and Thummim. Gary Smith seemingly redid the painting using essentially the same composition for his November 1988 painting, but in that painting Joseph Smith is wearing the breastplate and seems to be holding a pair of spectacles, or what could be the Urim and Thummim, in his right hand. See *Ensign*, November 1988, 46.


20. Two critics wrote, after viewing a historically inaccurate image of the translation of the Book of Mormon in the *Ensign*, “What could be the reason for leaving these items out of a publicity painting except to distance the translation from the occultic [sic] practices that really characterized the Book of Mormon translation?” See Bill McKeever and Eric Johnson, “A Seer Stone and a Hat—‘Translating’ the Book of Mormon,” Mormonism Research Ministry, retrieved from http://www.mrm.org/translation.